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For the problem of minimising the weighted sum of start (or completion) times for the n-jobs, 

l-machine problem with release dates, we consider a hierarchy of relaxations obtained by com- 

bining enumeration of initial sequences with Smith’s rule. It is then shown that each of these 

relaxations can be formulated as a linear programming problem (i.e., the minimisation of a linear 

function over a polyhedron) in an enlarged space of variables. By projecting these polyhedra we 

obtain new valid inequalities for the problem, and in particular complete descriptions for l-regular 

problems partially studied by Balas (1985) and Posner (1986). 

A second hierarchy of relaxations is obtained by studying various relaxations and alternative 

formulations from the literature. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we study the formulation of the single machine sequencing problem 

with release dates as a mixed integer program. This is not an end in itself, but it is 

we believe one of the inherently difficult single machine problems for which it is a 

challenge to obtain strong lower bounds. We hope that ultimately this approach will 

allow us to tackle and solve problems including many machines and other types of 

constraints including deadlines, precedence constraints and order dependent pro- 

cessing times. For earlier work in this vein, see Balas [l], who considers release dates 

and order dependent processing times, and Peters [4] who considers deadlines. 

In Sections 2-4 we consider a hierarchy of relaxations for the release date problem 

involving partial enumeration. We then derive linear programming formulations of 

these relaxations involving a large number of variables. In special cases we derive 

equivalent formulations involving a smaller number of variables. The inequalities 

from these formulations are then used as strong valid inequalities for the original 

problem. In Section 5 we analyse the strength of the lower bounds obtained from 

a variety of different relaxations obtained from mixed integer formulations proposed 

in the literature. 
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2. The problem with release dates 

The problem to be treated is that of processing n jobs on a single machine subject 

to release dates so as to minimise the weighted sum of start times. 

z=min i Wjtj, 
j=l 

CR) tJ 2 ‘; , for jEN, 

tj-ti2Pi or ti-tj’pj, for i, jeN with i#j, 

whereN=(l,..., n} is the set of jobs, rj 2 0 is the release date of job j, Pj > 0 is the 

processing time of job j, Wj >0 is the weight associated with job j, and tj is a 

variable representing the start time of job j. 

Throughout the paper we assume that the jobs are ordered so that w,/p,~ 
w&2 L .‘. 2 wn/pn>O and minjEN J r.= 0. We will make repeated reference to Smith’s 

rule which is an algorithm for problem (R) when all release dates are zero. 

Smith’s Rule. Given that rj= 0 for j E N and the jobs are ordered so that wj/pi L 
~~+~/p;+, for i=l,..., n - 1, an optimal solution to (R) is to sequence the jobs in 

the order 1,2, . . . , n giving objective value CI=, ~~(Cf:~‘p,). 

Notation. (i) We let (7= (j,, . . . , j,) denote an ordering of the first s jobs of a se- 

quence where ji is the ith job in the sequence i = 1, . . . ,s. 

(ii) t*(o) denotes the finish time of job j, using the initial sequence u and start- 

ing each job as early as possible taking into account processing times and release 

dates. 

(iii) z(a) denotes the ordering of all the jobs obtained by starting with 0, and then 

adding the remaining jobs in increasing order of their indices 

r(o)=(a,i,,..., i,_,) where i,<i,<**.<i,_,, 

and {i, ,..., i,_,}=N\{j, ,... , j,}, i.e., if N= 5 and (5 = (4,2), then T(U) = (4,2,1,3,5). 

Now if CJ is fixed, no job j not in (T can start before time t*(o). 
(iv) z(s(a), w) denotes the weighted sum of start times where (3 is the initial se- 

quence taking into account release dates, and the release dates on the remaining jobs 

are ignored. 

Lemma 2.1. Ifa=(j, ,..., j,) and r(a)=(a,il ,..., in_,), the associated start times 
and objective values are given by: 

(i) tj, =r. ,,, tja=rj,+pj,+...fpj,_,+Pj,j2+...+Pj,J2.,,jk, for k=2 ,..., S, where 
/3j,, ,,, ,j, = (rj,, - tju_ , -Pju~,)’ for u = 2, . . . , S, and X’ denotes max{x, O}. 

(ii) r*(D) = tj*+Pj,, 

(iii) tik= t*(O) + C:L,’ pi,, 
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(v) z(t(j,, f . . , jr), w)=z(T(@)~ W)+ Ck<j,(WkPjl- Wj,Pk)+ “* + ~k<j,(Wkpjr-Wjrpk)+ 

(ck wk)rjl+(ck+j, wk)bjljz+ “‘+(Ck+;, ,,.Jr_, wk)pj,,,,jr. 

Definition 2.2. An initial subsequence o is &Smith)-feasible for (R) (with respect 

to w) if 

tikl:rik for k=l,...,n-s. 

Based on Smith’s rule we obtain a simple hierarchy of lower bounds on the op- 

timal value z of (R). Consider the problem: 

(R,) gs = min {z(r(a), w): D = (j,, . . . , j,) is of length s}. 
0 

Proposition 2.3. z(r(q), w) =go~gl I -se IZ,_I IZ. 

Proof. Let (j:, . . . , j,*) be an optimal sequence for (R). Then z 2 z(r(jT, . . . , j,*), w) 2 

zss, and ~(t(j,,...,j~),w)>z(~(j~,...,j,-~),w). 0 

This leads to an immediate optimality test: 

Proposition 2.4. Suppose gS = z(t(a’), w) with r(a’) = (a’, i ,, . . ..i._,). Then if c’ is 
S-feasible in (R), ~(a’) is an optimal solution for (R). 

It is natural to ask when it can be guaranteed that the condition of Proposition 

2.4 will hold. 

Definition 2.5. A problem (R) is s-regular if for every initial subsequence o= 

(j ,, . . . , j,) of length s, o is S-feasible for (R). 

Clearly, (R) is s-regular is a sufficient but not necessary condition that z, = z. In 

certain cases we can say a priori that an instance (R) is s-regular. 

Proposition 2.6. A sufficient condition for an instance (R) to be s-regular is 

min {rj> +/FKPj2ri9 
jEK 

for ail i, K where KcN\{i) and (K( =s. 

Proof. Let a=(j,,... , j,) be any sequence of length s. Using Lemma 2.1, 

Cl 

Note that if the conditions of Proposition 2.6 hold, (R) is s-regular for all weight 

vectors w E RT. 
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We now introduce integer programming formulations of(R) and (I?,) respectively. 

Problem (I?) can be “badly” formulated as: 

z=min i Wjtj, 

j=l 

tj - ii g Pi - MSji for i, je N, i#j, (la) 

tj 2 rj , for jeN, (lb) 

6ij+6j;= 1, for all i<j, (lc) 

6EA, (14 

teR:, 6 E R$” - I), (le) 

where 
A ={BER:(“~~): 6,~{0, l}, 6i,+~jjk+dki~2 for all i, j, k, i#j#k}. 

Note that 6 satisfies (lc) and (Id) if and only if 6 corresponds to a sequence 

(j r, . . . , j,) with ~j,j, = 1 if and only if jp precedes j4. The problem is badly for- 

mulated because of the big “M” which means that the constraints (la) are inactive 

in the linear programming relaxation of (l), so that tj= rj for je N is an optimal 

solution of the linear program. (We ignore the effects of reducing M as much as 

possible. Though this is advisable in practice, we do not consider that this essentially 

changes the formulation.) 

Problem (R,) can be formulated as: 

tk? c (rj,+pirj,+“.+pj:...j,)u,+ c Pidikv 
o=(jl,...,js) {i: i#k} 

(P,‘) 

for all k, 

c Y,=l* 
(0: ‘01 =s} 

aik2 C Yo, 
CJEQ;k 

for all i, k, 

6, + Sji = 1) 

for all lliSj5n, 

6EA, 

teR:, dER”(“-l) 
+ 3 Y&Z:, 

for all o with /oI =s, 

(W 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(24 

W 

m 
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where 

Qik= {IX 101 =s, in {j, , . . ..j.), ke {h . . ..j.>> 

U{a: [o[=s, i,k~{jt,...,.&} and i precedes k}. 

Interpreting y,, = 1 to mean that o is the initial sequence, and y, = 0 otherwise, we 

obtain: 

Proposition 2.1. (P,‘) is a reformulation of (R,). 

Now let (P,) be the linear programming problem obtained from (P,‘) by dropping 

the constraints 6 E A, and the integrality of yo. 

Theorem 2.8. The linear programming problem (P,) solves (R,). 

Proof, For simplicity of notation we give the proof for s = 2. For any feasible solu- 

tion of (P2) using (2a) 

c wktkr F wk 
k 

c trjl +PAjzb’jljZ 
.i,,j2 > 

+ F wk c Pla,k 
Ifk 

=jz2 [( F wk)rjj ’ ( kFj, W*)h~.h]yj~jz 

+ c (WkPIhk + wlPk6kl). 
lsk<lsn 

NOW aS Wi/piZWi+I/p;+l for i=l,...,n-1 and d[k+bk[=l, 

, rk;,rn (wkP161k + w,pkak,) 

n I-1 

Pk + c c (wkPl- wlPk)6,k 9 
/=I k=l 

where w,pl- w,pk 10 for k<l. 

Using (2b), 

,c, wI~~~Pk= c (i w~‘Zpk)Y,., 
.i,,j2 I=1 k=l 

and using (2~) 

n I-1 n l-1 

,;, E, cwkPI- wIPk)dlk~,~~ k;, cwkPI- w/pk) 
( 

1 
{4:4+1) 

ylq+ c 
{q:q’Lk) 

y,/ 
) 

wkPj\ - Wj\Pk) yjc jz 
I 
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cwkPj2 - Wj2Pk) 1 Yj, j2. 

Therefore 

c WktkL 1 
k j,,j2 [(F 

Alternative representations of l-regular problems 

Let Q, be the feasible region associated with problem (P,). Q, is a polyhedron in 

a space involving n variables tj, O(n2) variables 6,] and O(n”) variables y,. For 

practical purposes 0(n2) is probably the maximum number of variables that can be 

handled. Here we investigate certain projections of Q, for s = 1. 

First we consider the projection proj,,d(Q,) in which the n variables ytj) for j EN 

are eliminated. Let Ds={a:S-+S: a(i)#i for all YES}. 

Theorem 3.1. The polyhedron proj,s(Ql) is described by the inequalities: 

tj- c pisi?rk- c (rk-r;)+d;,a(;), forallj,kEN, andallcxEDN, 
(i: i+j) i 

C &i, y(i) 1 l9 for all YED~, 
i 

6,j + Sji = 1) for 1 li<jln, 

teR=, &R:(“-? 

Proof. Q1 is the polyhedron 

tk 2 i ';Yj + c Piaik j for k= 1, . . ..n. 
j=l 

-Yi + 6, ~ 0, for all i, j EN with i # j, 

6ij+6ji=l, for 15i<jSn, 

teR:, aER”(“-l) + 7 yeR:. 

(3: 
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To find proj,d(Qr), we consider the constraints involving vj for j EN with t, 6 fixed, 

namely the polyhedron 

for all i, Jo N with i#j, 

Now by Farkas’ lemma, or Benders’ algorithm, it suffices to find the extreme rays 

of the dual cone U, where U is of the form: 

U= (u,u,w)~R:xR’xR:(“~l’: r, 

The extreme rays of U are of two forms: 

(a) u=O, u=l, n~~,~(~)=l for IEN, YED,; 

(b) Uj= 1, Ui=Ofor i#j, u’rk, w,,.(i)=(rk-r;)+ for ieN, (XEDN, for all j,kEN. 

The claim follows. 0 

The following corollary is a consequence of Theorem 2.8. 

Corollary 3.2. The linear program 

jg, wjtj: (I,s)EpTojid(Q~)] 

solves (R,). 

The separation problem for proj,s(Qr) is also easily solved. 

Corollary 3.3. Given (t*,d*) l Ry x R:‘“-” satisfying S$ + S$ = 1 for i < j, let 

and 

Tz= c min acY, - 1. 
i Y,EN\{;) > 

Then (t*,6*)EprojIg(Qr) if and only if 9120 and c&20. 

Now we eliminate the 6 variables so as to obtain proj,,(Qr). We let 

P(s)= c 
{ie.S, jeS: i<j} 

PiPj 9 q(s)ziFsPi. 
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Theorem 3.4. proj,,(Qr) is described by the inequalities 

;zsriYi+ C (ri+Pi)Y; 9 
iBS I 

for all S c N, 

&Yi= l, 

teR:, yeR:. 

(4) 

Proof. Rather then projecting, we give a proof by showing that the optimal value 

of the linear program min{ Cy= 1 Wjtj: (t, y) is feasible in (4)) is zl. More precisely 

we will show that the dual of this linear program 

max C p(S)us+ u, 

&Zr,,, WI, 

for iEN, 

-~~i9(S)rju~-~~~9(S)(ri+Pi)u~+~~0, 
I 

for ieN, 

USZO, 

for SCN, VER’ 

(54 

(5b) 

has optimal value greater than or equal to zr. We assume that zl =z(r({ j*}), w), 

i.e., the optimal solution of (R,) is to set j* first. 

Weclaimthatus*,=wj/Pj-wj+~/Pj+~andus*,=w,/pnwhereSj=(1,...,j},~~=O 

forS#Sjforj=l,..., n, and U*=(ck wk)rj*+ zkcj* (wkpj* - wjqk) iS dual feasible 

and optimal. 

To see that (5a) is satisfied, observe that 

~ip;u~=Pi~j (z-E)=Wiy for iEN. 

Now to check (5b), observe that 
” 

s;i dWius* + sY$, 9(S)(ri +Pi)Us* 
I 

= C 4WwB+ & 4(WPiG 
s 

=ri c q(s.) wj _ wj+ l 
, J (, ~)+Pi~iq(sj)(~-~) 
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=ri C wj(Cl(S,)~~(sj-,)) +pi C (4(sl)-rl(Sj~l))~-q(si~I)~ 
L j Pj 1 [ j<i 

=ri(T wj)+Pi(~iwj)-wi(~iPj)* J ’ 

1 

Hence (u*, u*) is dual feasible. Now the corresponding objective value is 

Csp(S)u,*+u*=Ciwj(C,,ipk)+~*=~l, and the claim follows. 0 

The separation problem for the inequalities (4) can be solved as a max flow pro- 

blem. Given (t*, y*) it suffices to solve 

where yT+ y,y~ 1 so that the quadratic terms all have nonpositive coefficients. 

One surprising consequence of the proof of Theorem 3.4 is that a linear system 

with 2n variables, and n + 1 constraints apart from nonnegativity, suffices to give 

the bound zl. 

Example 3.5. We consider l-regular problems with rl I r2 I r3. 

(a) For n = 2, proj,g(Ql) is described in the (t, 6) space by 

tl -ia2G1 2 r2 - (r2 - rl)42, 

t2-iD1812Zr2-(r2-r1)~12, 

42+821= 1, 

t,620. 

It is easily seen that in this case proj,(Q,) is given by: 

tl 2 rl, t2zr2, 

(rl +~~-r~)(f~ -r,)+ (r2+P2-rl)(t2-r2)2(r,+tP1 -r2W2+P2-r,), 

see Balas (198.5). 

(b) For n = 3, it can be checked that proj,,(Qi) is described by the 12 inequalities: 

tk- c Pjdjk1r2-(r2-rl)812y 
(j: j#k} 

tk - c 
{j: j#k} 

Pjdjk z r3 - @3 - rl j613 - @3 - r2)823 ? 

fk- c Pjjsjk>r3-(r3-r,)6,3-(r3-r2)621, 
{j: J+k) 

tk - c 
{j: j#k} 

Pjajk 2 r3 - (r3 - rdh2 - @3 - r2)823, 

for k=l,2,3, and 6,+6ij=l for i<j, teR:, 6~Rf. 
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4. Valid inequalities and a formulation for the general problem with release 

dates 

Using the s-regular inequalities, we now obtain a larger family of valid inequa- 

lities, and also a valid reformulation of (R). We derive inequalities for s= 1. 

Proposition 4.1. Given S c N, and j, k E S, the inequality 

tj - C Pisijrrk- C (rk-r;)+ai,a(i) 
isS\ {jl icS 

is valid for formulation (1) of problem (R), for all (Y E Ds. 

(6) 

We now derive certain special cases of these inequalities. For the following pro- 

position we suppose the jobs to be ordered so that rl I r2 5 ... I r,, . 

Proposition 4.2. For all j, k, 

tjlrk+ C (Pi+r;-rk)+6;j+ C P;Sij-(rk_rj>+8jk 
i<k i>k 
itj i+j 

is a valid inequality for CR). 

Proof. Take S = {k, . . . , n}u{i: i<k, pi+r;-rk>O}U{j}, a(i)=j for all i#j and 

a(j) = k in Proposition 4.1. 0 

We now observe that by taking all possible sets S we necessarily obtain a valid 

formulation of (R). 
In particular suppose (t, 6) is a feasible sequence corresponding to o = (jt, . . . , j,). 

Let 1 = < .-.<i,sn be subset of ..,, n) which tji=rj,. o breaks UP into 

blocks as shown below, whereB,={ji,,...,jj2_t), &={ji2,...,ji3-t), etc. 

&i, Pi,,+, i3+2 / f-y-p-j -1 

‘2 5, r. 

\L”- \1 
‘9 
M 

4 B2 B3 

Observation. Taking S= &=, Bj or S= B, and k= j,, the (j, k, S) inequality of 

Proposition 4.1 forces the correct value of tj for each jE B,. 

Hence we obtain: 

Theorem 4.3. The (S, j, k) inequalities (6) plus the constraints (1 b), (lc) and (Id) give 
a valid formulation of (R). 
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Posner [5] has considered a model in which blocks B,, . . . , B,, are imposed with 

6, = 1 if i E B,, j E B, and r< t. He gives a polynomial algorithm when the jobs in 

each block are l-regular. An apparently natural formulation for this model is: 

tkr c 'jYj+ f c Pjajk, 
jc& 

for keB,, usq and lsqsp, 
i=u jEB; 

C Yj=l, for q= l,...,p, 
jEB, 

Yi”dij, for (i,j)eBq, q=l,..., p, 

6ij= 1, if DEB,, jeB, with r<s, 

dij+CSji=l, for i<j, i,jeB, and q=l,..., p. 

Both the inequalities of Proposition 4.2 and this model indicate that a judicious 

choice of sets S is important in solving (R). 

5. A comparison of lower bounds 

Here we compare several different relaxations of (R). We suppose first that s = 0, 

so no enumeration is assumed. Let 

Remember that z(r(@), w - U) is the value obtained when applying Smith’s rule with 

weights W-U. We examine five relaxations. 

Relaxation A (Smith’s Rule). 

zA=ZO=L(0)=min i Wjtjl 

j=l 

for all tj? C PiSfjy for jEN, 

6,+6ji=l, for lli<jln, 

tER;, &R$“-? 

Relaxation B (Multiplier Adjustment). 

ZB=max I W1-U1 Wll--II L(u): ->-.e>------- 20 
2420 PI - - Pn 1 
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zB can be calculated very rapidly. A similar multiplier adjustment technique has 

been used several times by Potts and van Wassenhove [7], Hariri and Potts [2], and 

hopefully gives a good approximation to the next bound. 

Relaxation C (Optimal Multiplier Adjustment), 

zC=maxL(u). 
UZO 

Adding the constraints tjrrj for je N to Relaxation A, and then dualising gives 

Relaxation C. As the linear program A has the integrality property, Relaxation C 

is equivalent to a linear program. 

Proposition 5.1. 

z”=min C wjtj, 
jEN 

tj’ C Pidij, for jeN, 

dij+dji=l, for 1 si<jln, 

tj 2 rj , for jEN, 

&ER”(“-l) + . 

It is in addition obvious that zA~zB~zC. 

Relaxation D. We consider 

min i Wjtj, 
j=l 

F Yj,< l, for r=O, 1, . . . , T, (74 

CD’) 

F Yj,‘Pj, for j=l,..., n, (7b) 

(Pj - l )Pj 

I 2 ’ 
(7c) 

YE y*, U’d) 

YjrE to3 l>v for rjSrST-pj+l and j=l,...,n, 

where T is an upper bound on the completion time of the last job, _Yj,= 1 if job 

j is being processed in the time period [r, t + l] and Y* are constraints imposing 

that each job j is processed during Pj consecutive periods (i.e., y E Y* and .,Yjs, = 

Yjsz = ’ ’ ’ =Yjs,= 1 implies Sr, . . . , sp are consecutive periods). 
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Proposition 5.2. 

If Y is feasible in (D’), we have yj,= yj,,+ , = ... = Y~,~+~,_ 1 for some ‘5, and 

Yjs=O otherwise, and hence 

tj = ’ L C SYjs- 

(Pj- llPj 

Pj S 2 I 

=’ r+(z+l)+ 
Pj L 

...+(r+pj_l)_((pj;l)pj)I =r. 

In addition the first set of constraints ensures that only one job is processed at a 

time. 0 

Now let (D) be the problem obtained from (D’) by dropping the constraints 

YEY*, and the integrality constraints, and let M(u)+ Cy=, rjUj be the optimal 

value of the resulting problem with objective weights w - U. It is readily observed 

that after elimination of the variables tj, (D) is a transportation problem. In addi- 

tion because of the particular cost structure there is an O(n log n) algorithm for (D). 

See Posner [6] who gives such an algorithm for the problem with deadlines. 

We now establish that (0) is at least as strong a relaxation as relaxation (0. Let 

zD=M(0). 

Proposition 5.3. zcIzD. 

Proof. It is easily verified that 

L(O)=min i wjtj: (7a), (7b), Yj,E (0, l} 
i=l 

for 01T~T_Pj+l andj=l,...,n 
1 

so that L(U) is a relaxation of M(u). What is more, in any feasible solution of (D), 
C, TYjr2rj+(rj+ l)+ ***+(rj+Pj-I), and hence tj?rj and max,,,M(u)=M(O). 

Therefore zC=L(u*)<M(u*)~M(0)=zD. 0 

Finally we consider what is in practice the strongest formulation but, as in the case 

of (D), it has a very large number nT of variables. 

Formulation E. Here Xj~ = 1 if the processing of job j starts at time t. The formula- 

tion is: 

for j= 1, . . ..n. (84 

(E’) $ C Xj,Sl, fors=O ,..., T, 
r-p,<SSr 

@b) 
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T-P,+ 1 
tj= C TXj,, forj=l,...,n, 

r=O 

XjrE (9 l>, for rj<zIT-Pj+l and j=l,...,n. 

(8~) 

We let (E) denote the linear programming relaxation of (E’), with optimal value zE. 

Proposition 5.4. .zDIzE. 

Proof. We show that every feasible solution to (E) gives a feasible solution to the 

linear programming relaxation of (D) with the same objective value using the sub- 

stitution Yjr=C,_,,,,,Xj~* If x is feasible in (E), then from (8b), CjYjsll. In 

addition multiplying @a) by Pj, we see that 

Pj’Pj C xjT= C PjxjT= C C xjs= C Yjr. 
T T r T-_P,<SST T 

FinalIy we consider the objective value. Starting from (8c), tJ = C, tXjT. Using 

(8a), this can be rewritten as 

tj=’ 
[ 

Pj C TXJ~+ C Xj*{l+ 
Pj r r 

‘.. + (Pj- l)> -+(Pj- 1)Pj . 
1 

Rewriting the summations gives 

tj=’ C {s+(r+l)+ 
i PJ ’ 

.‘.+(~+PJ-l)}Xj,-~(Pj-l)pj 1 
=‘CT c [ Pj T 

xjs-3(Pj- ‘>Pj . 
T-pj<SST 

I 

Finally substituting for _Yj, we obtain 

1 
and we see by (7~) that the objective values are equal. 0 

The above framework of relaxations is useful for the analysis of other relaxations. 

For instance it is now easily seen that the first heuristic in Hariri and Potts [2] gives 

a lower bound zppl not exceeding zc and the second a value zHPZ not exceeding zD. 

Example 5.5. The data for a lo-job problem is given in Table 1. 

To calculate the lower bound zB, it suffices to solve 

max llu, +9u,+ 12us-u4+ 15~,+2~,-27~,-33us-35~,-35~~0, 
r/z0 

Wi-Llj Wj+l-Uj+l 
s.t. -’ 

Pi - 
for i= 1, . ...9. 

Pi+1 
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Table 1 

j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Pj 3 1 5 3 9 6 7 4 5 8 

wi 20 4 12 6 10 5 5 2 2 1 

‘J 11 12 16 8 27 23 0 1 3 8 

The optimal solution is easily verified to be (Wi - ui)*/pi= f for i = 1, . . . ,7 
ui*=O for i=8,9,10. 

The resulting bound is zB = L(0) + 376$ = 1037+. 

Different bounds obtained for this example are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 

s 0 1 2 . . . n 

A 661 908 1041 1118 

B 1037.9 1118 

C 1051.5 1051.5 1077 1118 

D 1064.5 1118 

E 1107 1118 

6. Concluding remarks 

As the bounds in Table 2 show there is little doubt that the formulations based 

on time discretisation, models D and E, give stronger lower bounds than those 

presently obtainable using the (I, S) variables. These models have the additional ad- 

vantage that the feasible solution sets are essentially independent of the data, which 

is manifestly not the case in the (t,6) space. However as the (t,6) model appears a 

natural one in which to include precedence constraints, we are pursuing both 

theoretical and computational research on the range of different formulations 

discussed above. 
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